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Abstract: Inflammatory bowel disease, including Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, is one kind of chronic, relapsing
inflammatory disorder of the gastrointestinal tract and has the potential of tumorigenesis. However, no stable and mature cell line
is available for relative basic research, so animal model is essential. In this study, a mice model was built, which mimics the
dynamic disease course of inflammatory bowel disease associated tumorigenesis with injection of azoxymethane and sequent
cycles of drinking water with dextran sulfate sodium. All the mice survived till the end of the modeling procedure. Compared
with the mice in the control group, the mice in the modeling group experienced obvious bloody diarrhea and body weight loss
(P<0.001). The colorectum was significantly swollen and shorter (P<0.001) while the spleen was significantly bigger (P<0.001)
in mice in the modeling group compared with the mice in the control group. All the mice in the modeling group developed tumors
in the colorectum, with an average tumor number of 6.5 and an average tumor size of 10.25 mm3. Pathological evaluation by
hematoxylin and eosin staining confirmed the tumors as adenomas with high-grade dysplasia. In conclusion, this model is
inducible and stable which would be very useful in the research in this field.
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1. Introduction
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is one kind of chronic,
relapsing inflammatory disorder of the gastrointestinal tract,
which is represented mainly by ulcerative colitis and Crohn's
disease [1]. Patients with IBD often have some kinds of
complications such as intestinal obstruction, perforation and
perianal lesions. Among all the complications of IBD,
carcinogenesis should be the most serious [2, 3].
Adenocarcinoma of the small bowel is extremely rare,
compared with adenocarcinoma of the colon and rectal. IBD
contributes only 1–2% to all cases of colorectal cancer, but
according to preliminary statistics, colorectal cancer accounts
for approximately 15% of all deaths in patients with IBD [4, 5].
The risk of colorectal cancer for people with IBD increases by
0.5–1% yearly, 8–10 years after diagnosis [6]. Eaden et al.
found the overall incidence rate of colorectal cancer was
3/1000 person years duration and cumulative risks of

colorectal cancer in patients with ulcerative colitis were 2% by
10 years, 8% by 20 years, and 18% by 30 years of disease
duration, respectively [7]. Jess et al. showed standardized
incidence ratio of 1.9 for neoplasia in Crohn’s disease [8].
Independent risk factors of carcinogenesis include young age
at disease onset, more extensive colitis, greater inflammatory
burden, concomitant primary sclerosing cholangitis, and a
family history of colorectal cancer [9, 10].
The shift from IBD to colorectal cancer could be one salient
example of the link between chronic inflammations and
tumorigenesis since chronic inflammation is believed to have
decisive roles in the pathogenesis of cancer [11, 12]. The
molecular pathway leading to colorectal cancer in IBD
appears to differ from the well-known sporadic cases. The
pathological process of traditional sporadic colorectal cancer
is “normal intestinal epithelium – adenoma –
adenocarcinoma”. However, IBD associated tumorigenesis is
characterized by an “inflammation – dysplasia – cancer”
sequence in histopathology [13, 14].
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In order to study one certain disease, cell lines and animal
models are usually essential tools. There are multitudinous
cell lines for nearly all kinds of cancers. As to colorectal
cancer, there exist many kinds of cell lines, such as HCT 116,
HT 29, SW480 and RKO [15, 16]. And animal models of
colorectal cancer are also mature, including subcutaneous
injection with tumor cell in nude mice, injecting tumor cell
directly on the bowel wall by surgery, or repeated injection
with carcinogenic reagents [17, 18]. As to IBD, no
commercial cell lines is available, but some studies begin to
focus on primary culture cell [19]. Our understanding of IBD
depends mainly on rodent models. And animal model of IBD
is often performed by adding pro-inflammatory reagent such
as dextran sulfate sodium into the drinking water, or T cell
transfer colitis in mice with severe combined
immunodeficiency [20, 21]. In fact, IBD associated
tumorigenesis is a slow and dynamic disease process, from
inflammation to tumorigenesis. And up to now, no cell model
is available. In this study, a mice model is introduced, which
mimics the disease course of IBD associated tumorigenesis.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Mice
Female C57BL/6 mice, aged 6-8 weeks were purchased
from the Laboratory Animal Center of Sun Yat-sen University,
Guangzhou, China. Mice were kept in special pathogen free
facility with free access to drinking water and a pellet-based
diet and were quarantined for 7 days before experiment. The

experimental protocol was approved by the Ethical
Committee of Sun Yat-sen University. All animal studies were
conducted with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of Sun Yat-sen University and also in
compliance with the guidelines on animal welfare of the
National Committee for Animal Experiments.
2.2. Chemical Reagents
Azoxymethane (AOM, Sigma–Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA),
a downstream metabolite of dimethylhydrazine, is a chemical
agent that can alkylate DNA, facilitate base mispairings and
thus initiate cancer, especially in the colorectum.
Dextran sulfate sodium (DSS, 36–50 kDa, MP Biomedical,
California, USA), a pro-inflammatory reagent, is especially
toxic to the colon after dissolving in drinking water.
2.3. Animal Model Induction Procedure
Twelve female C57BL/6 mice (aged 6–8 weeks old, about
20 g) were divided into 2 groups (6 mice per group), including
the modeling group (receiving AOM/DSS modeling) and the
control group (normal feeding, without AOM/DSS modeling).
Briefly, the mice in the modeling group were injected
intraperitoneally with a single dose (10 mg/kg) of AMO at the
beginning of the experiment, followed by 3 cycles of DSS in
drinking water, with each cycle consisting of 1 week of 2%
DSS in the drinking water and 2 weeks of normal drinking
water. After 3 cycles of DSS in drinking water, the mice were
kept for another 3 weeks with normal drinking water.
Procedure of modeling was shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of model of IBD associated tumorigenesis induction by AOM/DSS.

Mice were monitored twice one week for the body weight,
stool consistency and the presence of blood in the excreta. At
the end of Week 12, mice in both groups were sacriﬁced by
cervical dislocation. Length of colorectum (from the ileocecal
junction to the anal verge) and spleen size were measured.
Then colorectum was incised longitudinally and macroscopic
tumors were counted and measured with a caliper. Segments
of the distal colon and rectum were ﬁxed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin for subsequent parafﬁn embedding.
2.4. Histopathological Evaluation
Tissues from mice in the both groups were routinely sliced
into 4 micrometer-thick after formalin ﬁxing and parafﬁn
embedding; and then the sections were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin to evaluate the inﬂammation of the
bowel and confirm the pathology of the tumors.

2.5. Statistics Analysis
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social
Science software version 17.0 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, USA).
Values were expressed as mean ± standard error mean (SEM)
and analyzed with the Student’s t-test. Differences with
two-sided p values <0.05 were considered statistically
significant.

3. Results
All the mice in both groups successfully survived till the
end of the modeling procedure, but the mice in the modeling
had some signs of illness, such as diarrhea with bloody stools
and emaciation (Figure 2). Body weight loss was obvious in
the modeling group and body weight had significant
difference in the two groups (P<0.001, shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Mouse with bloody stools.

Figure 3. Changes in body weight. ***P<0.001.

On the 84th day, mice were sacrificed and dissected. The
colorectum was obvious swollen in the modeling group. By
measure without tension, the length of colorectum in the
modeling group was significantly shorter compared with the

control group (P<0.001). On the contrary, the size of the
spleen in the modeling was bigger (P<0.001). The
comparision of colorectum and spleen was shown in Figure
4.

Figure 4. Comparison of length of colorectum (left) and spleen (right). ***P<0.001.
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Then the colorectum was incised lengthways along the
mesangial side, and tumors were observed in the modeling
group, mainly between the mid colon and the distal rectum
(shown in Figure 5). There were averagely 6.5 tumors in the
colorectum in the modeling group with an average tumor size
of 10.25 mm3.

After general observation, colorectum tissue was stained
with hematoxylin and eosin, histological damage with
inflammation was found and all tumors in the modeling group
were characterized as adenomas with high-grade dysplasia
(shown in Figure 6).

Figure 5. Colorectum of mice in the control group (A) and the modeling group (B). Tumors were observed on the colorectum in mice in the modeling group.

Figure 6. Histopathological evaluation for the colorectum in the control group (A) and the modeling group (B).

4. Conclusion
In this study, a mice model mimicking the dynamic disease
course of IBD associated tumorigenesis is built. The model is
characterized by swollen and shorten bowel with tumors in the

colorectum. It is an inducible and stable model, and would be
very useful in related research in this field such as pathological
process, prevention or treatment of IBD associated
tumorigenesis.
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